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Apart from Doris just now, she recognized two of these women, one of them was
naturally Warnia, the eldest lady of the Song family, while the other one, was Tianqi’s
granddaughter, Zhovia.

A long time ago, her father Jacob was attacked by Junwei, had a car accident, and was
declared paraplegic in the hospital, when Tianqi took Zhovia with him to the hospital,
and cured Jacob with a miracle medicine.

The rest of them, including Aoxue and Ito Nanaiko, Claire only felt familiar, but for a
moment could not recall where she had seen them.

In fact, she also saw the report of Aoxue and Nanako’s original competition, but at that
time, the two girls were on the field, both wearing professional combat clothing, looking
valiant, and at that time, Nanako’s long hair was also tied into a clean ponytail, while
Aoxue had a fresh short hair.

But now, these two girls are draped in long hair, one is more gentle than the other quiet,
so Claire is finding it difficult to link these two girls with the two heroic girls on the game
field at that time.

These five women sitting side by side, it can be said that each has her own
characteristics, each has a separate one, simply out of five golden flowers.

Just when Claire’s whole body was stunned, Warnia took the initiative to open her
mouth and said, “Hello Mrs. Wade, long time no see!”

Previously, when Claire’s best friend Isabella got married, Charlie took her to Warnia’s
top bridal store in order not to let Isabella lost face at her in-laws’ house.



At this time, seeing Warnia take the initiative to greet her, Claire looked a little nervous
and said in a panic: “Hello Miss Song, long time no see!”

At this time, Zhovia on the side also spoke, “Hello Mrs. Wade!”

Claire hurriedly said, “Hello Miss Chen! I have to thank you and Dr. Shi for your troubles
dealing with my father before! I wonder if great Doctor Shi is doing well lately?”

Zhovia smiled faintly and said, “My grandfather’s health is quite good, so I’m sorry for
Mrs. Wade’s concern.”

Nanako and Aoxue looked at each other and looked at Claire at the same time and said
with a little respect, “Hello Mrs. Wade!”

“I’m Aoxue.”

“I’m Nanako, nice to meet you!”

Charlie hurriedly introduced to Claire: “Aoxue is the daughter of Mr. Qin Gang, he is our
largest medicinal herb merchant in Aurous Hill, and works more closely with Dr. Shi.”

“Miss Ito is a very famous Japanese combatant, she has played with Aoxue in Aurous
Hill before, the two also became friends during the competition.”

Claire then suddenly realized, said off the cuff: “Oh …… I remember, Miss Qin in the
media before talking about our domestic once-in-a-century combat genius! I had some
impression, but the real and news report look a little different ……”

Aoxue said with a smile, “My father said that I do not look like a girl when fighting, so I
usually dress up in life to try to make myself more feminine, so Mrs. Wade may see me
with the impression of the gap will be a little big.”

Claire nodded and smiled, “I really didn’t expect that Miss Qin is also a fan of Sara, and
I even didn’t expect that Miss Ito also liked Sara ……”

Nanako put her hands in front of her body, bowed slightly, and said seriously,



“Back to Mrs. Wade, Miss Gu is also very famous in Japan, many of her albums are
selling very well over there, I have many friends around me who like her, I myself am
her number one fan.”

Claire did not expect this Japanese girl to bow and talk at every turn, at once also a little
rushed, hurriedly also slightly bowed as a return, said: “Miss Ito came so far to see the
concert, indeed counted as the number one fan.”

Nanako looked at Charlie, could not help but blush, spoke: “Actually …… actually
ashamed to say, this time to Aurous Hill, watching the concert is only incidental, in fact,
there is a more main purpose.”

Claire who doesn’t know what Ito Nanaiko’s purpose is, thought that she came to
Aurous Hill to do serious business, and then incidentally come to the concert, so she
politely said:

“In this case, it would be best, if one can do a lot of things in one trip.”

Charlie listened to Ito Nanaiko’s words with deep connotations on the side, and was
more or less embarrassed in his heart, secretly thinking, “If I let them continue with such
pleasantries, I don’t know what else they will speak.”

So, he then hurriedly said to all the people: “Ladies, you all sit first, our seats are a bit
ahead, so excuse us!”
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As soon as the girls heard Charlie’s words, they all nodded their heads sagely.

Although they all had good feelings for him in their hearts, they all knew very well that
tonight was Charlie’s two-person world with his wife, and they should not disturb them
too much.

At this time, Warnia spoke, “Master Wade, Mrs. Wade, then we will not disturb the two
of you, for now, we can meet for a meal if we have time.”



After saying that, she looked at Claire and said seriously, “In addition, Mrs. Wade can
come to Song Group when she has time, we also have some needs for decoration
design recently, if Mrs. Wade is also interested, we can cooperate.”

Right now, Claire was at a stage where her career was very bursting at the seams.

She had always hoped to quickly make her company business bigger and stronger, and
also hoped to be able to take the initiative to take up the burden of the family so that
Charlie could be more relaxed.

Therefore, after hearing that Warnia had taken the initiative to offer her an olive branch,
she immediately nodded and said, “No problem Miss Song, see what time is suitable for
you, I will come over to pay a visit.”

While taking out her business card and handing it to Claire, Warnia said, “It mainly
depends on your time, Mrs. Wade, I can basically do it at your convenience.”

Claire asked tentatively, “Miss Song, I wonder if you have time on Monday?”

“Yes.” Warnia said with a smile, “Then let’s do it on Monday at 11 am, so that we can
have a meal together at noon, our Song Group has quite a lot of business associated
with your field of expertise, so we can have a good wisp on Monday.”

Claire was excited and agreed to do so, putting the business card away properly while
saying, “Miss Song, then we have a deal, I will visit you on Monday morning.”

Warnia nodded and smiled, “Okay, Mrs. Wade, see you on Monday!”

Charlie gently pulled Claire and reminded her, “Wife, the concert is about to start, let’s
hurry up and go to our seats.”

Claire answered and greeted several girls separately, before following Charlie to the
middle of the two seats.

As soon as they sat down, Claire couldn’t help but sigh: “I really didn’t expect to meet so
many acquaintances at this concert, and that Aoxue and Nanako, both very beautiful in
person! Especially that Nanako, simply too beautiful, in front of her I can’t help but feel a
little inferior ……”



Charlie said seriously: “wife, you are also very beautiful, not at all worse than any of
them.”

“Which has ……” Claire said seriously: “Doris and Miss Song have great temperaments,
the confidence between the hands and feet is I can not compare, not to mention that
Nanako, she simply can not pick any shortcomings, looks, temperament, eyes, tone of
voice, and even manners, are very perfect.

“It is the first time for me to see such a perfect woman ……”
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Charlie did not speak, but the heart of Claire’s point of view is also somewhat
agreeable.

Nanako is worthy of being the recognized Yamato Nadeshiko in the eyes of Japanese
people, her looks, temperament, manners as well cultivation, one in a million.

Moreover, although Charlie has always been sincerely patriotic, but also has to admit
that in the traditional classical aesthetic cultivation of Eastern women, current China is
no match for Japan.

Many Japanese girls like Nanako, from childhood, have to learn female red, that is,
needle and thread textile embroidery those fine work.

In addition, some Japanese girls will also learn flower arrangements, tea ceremonies
after school, these skills are more in line with the traditional classical beauty.

Of course, this also has a lot to do with the relatively low status of Japanese women in
society, the whole society is teaching girls to be good helpers of their husbands, so
women as a whole will seem more vulnerable, and in the eyes of many people,
vulnerability is sometimes a kind of tenderness.

In addition, the Ito family itself is a very traditional Japanese family, so Ito Yuhiko has
been committed to raising his daughter in the eyes of the Japanese people’s ladies, so
it also gives Nanako this gentle as water temperament.



Therefore, Claire in front of Nanako, also feels ashamed of herself, feeling that the other
party is way much better than her.

After Claire’s inner sigh, she took the initiative to bring the topic back to Warnia and said
excitedly, “But if we can reach a cooperation with Miss Song this time, then the
company can go up another level!”

Saying that, she also said to Charlie: “Look, husband, Emgrand Group is the largest
enterprise in Aurous Hill, and the Song family is the largest family in Aurous Hill, if both
sides can cooperate for a long time, then my studio, in time, can also become the best
decoration design studio in the city!”

Charlie could not help but persuade: “wife, your recent career is too heavy, you have
already taken over the Emgrand Group’s big project, and now the company has also
taken over a lot of private renovation projects.”

“You already have a lot of things on hand, why do you still want to cooperate with the
Song family? In fact, our family is not short of money now, there is absolutely no need
for you to be so tired.”

Claire shook her head and said very seriously, “Starting a business itself is not
necessarily about how much money you make, the main thing is that since you’ve
already started doing it, you want to make it the best.”

“So you see, so many large companies with a market value of hundreds of billions of
dollars, their bosses many years ago have been financially free, but now still in the
company to work hard.”

“I believe that they have long earned enough money, that for several lifetimes can not
be spent, the reason why they play hard, in fact, are to do things to the extreme, to do
the best.”

To Claire’s statement, Charlie also agrees.

The vast majority of people in this society, do not have this kind of extreme spirit.

The vast majority of people have a standard of self-satisfaction, and as soon as they
reach this standard, they start to enjoy life and stop working hard.



However, there are very few people who are driven by the spirit of extreme and are
never satisfied.

They will also set a standard for themselves, but the difference is that once they reach
this standard, they will not be satisfied, but will constantly set higher standards for
themselves.

Those companies with assets of over 100 billion, or even reaching the world’s top 500,
are driven by this drive to become stronger and stronger.

Claire is also this kind of person, just before there has been no good opportunity for her
to realize her ambition.

So, Charlie to her: “Wife, what do you think is the ultimate goal of your business
venture?”

She thought about it and said seriously, “I don’t have any specific goal, I just hope to
make it the best within my ability.”

Charlie nodded gently.

Although he was heartbroken by Claire’s state of working at full strength, he could also
understand her heart to a certain level.

He felt that, to a certain extent, he thought basically the same as his wife.

He himself did not have any material desires and had not even taken the initiative to buy
himself a car by now, but he was still trying to do everything he could to constantly
expand his business and improve his financial strength.

However, unlike other elites, Charlie makes money, not to achieve any personal value,
he just wants to accumulate enough strength to be able to find out the truth about his
parent’s death in the future and to be able to crush his enemies with an absolute
advantage after finding out the truth.

So in order to achieve this goal, he must also do his best to try to do the best he can in
the pre-storage stage!
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While the couple was chatting, a figure walked up to the two of them and sat down next
to Claire.

Claire turned back to look and immediately exclaimed, “Oops! Miss Su!”

Charlie looked up and realized that the one sitting next to Claire was actually Zhiyu, why
did she come too?

Zhiyu seemed a little surprised to see the two of them and said with a smile, “Hey, Ms.
Willson and Mr. Wade, I didn’t expect you to come here too!”

Claire said with a smile, “I’ve always liked Sara, so I begged my husband to come over
to watch the show with me very early.”

Saying that, she hurriedly asked again, “Miss Su, why didn’t Auntie come with you?”

Zhiyu smiled and said playfully, “To be honest, my mother actually doesn’t like this kind
of overly lively occasion. And actually, I wasn’t planning to come either, except that this
ticket was left by my brother, who is a fan of Sara, but suddenly he had something to do
and couldn’t come, and I saw that this ticket was really a waste, so I came to take a
look.”

Claire laughed: “My husband doesn’t seem to like this kind of occasion either, he has
never been a fan of stars, this time he is also dragged by me to the venue.”

Zhiyu couldn’t help but look at Charlie and said with a smile, “So Mr. Wade doesn’t like
Sara, huh?”

Charlie listened, with a big head, thinking: “Today what is wrong with these women?
Speaking of words, one has a deeper meaning than the other, all kinds of connotations
……”

Thinking of this, he deliberately changed the subject and asked Zhiyu: “Hey Miss Su,
since your brother is a fan of Sara, how come he is not coming temporarily? It seems
that the fanhood is not iron enough.”



Zhiyu quietly gave Charlie a glance, thinking: “You bad egg, knowingly ask me this
question! Why didn’t my brother come?”

“Is there anyone in this world who knows better than you? He left early this morning with
a long and impulsive kowtow, he can only walk a few kilometers a day at most, he must
not be out of the precincts of the City yet!”

So, she sighed under her breath, “Don’t mention it, my brother met a bad egg, was
cleaned up by that bad egg, and I’m afraid he won’t be able to come back in the next
few years.”

Claire heard this and said in shock: “Miss Su, your brother was kidnapped? Then have
you called the police?”

Zhiyu smiled and said, “It’s not a kidnapping, but my brother can’t come back in a short
time, but he is willing to lose, so it’s no one’s fault.”

Claire listened to the confusion, but when she thought that this was someone’s family
matter, she could not ask more detailed questions, so she nodded gently and said,
“Sorry, I am out of line.”

“It’s okay, it’s okay.” Zhiyu waved her hand hurriedly and said, “It may not be a bad thing
for him.”

At this moment, Philip and Lenan, the old couple, from Zhiyu’s walked over, Philip saw
Charlie, the four eyes facing each other, outsiders can not see the magnitude of a slight
nod gesture.

Lenan also waved her hand quietly at Charlie, and then sat directly next to Zhiyu.

Philip, on the other hand, sat down next to Lenan.
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The three people did not greet each other, so Claire did not pay much attention to these
two people.



However, when Zhiyu saw that there were people around her, she subconsciously
glanced at them and realized that the ones who came were Philip Gu, the head of the
Gu family, and his wife Lenan.

Zhiyu was a little surprised at first, but soon came back to her senses.

She is a member of the Eastcliff family, so she knows the Gu family, and knows that
Philip and Lenan are Sara’s parents, so since it’s Sara’s concert, it’s only natural for
them to come over as parents to support the show.

However, she has some doubts in her mind, both Philip and Lenan, in the past, in
various high society activities in Eastcliff, she could often see them.

But in her impression, this couple looked so young now.

Especially Lenan, she has given birth to a child, her age compared to her mother is not
a few years younger, but the whole state of the person does not look like a mother at all,
feeling just 30 years old at best.

And Philip is also very amazing.

Previously it has been said that he was dying of advanced pancreatic cancer, but who
would have thought that this person not only cured the terminal disease, but look better
and better.

However, she was shocked, but she felt that since she had seen them and was sitting
next to each other, she took the initiative to greet them and said, “Auntie and Uncle, how
are you?”

Lenan at first did not pay attention to who was sitting beside them, she had been
secretly observing Claire beside Charlie, wanting to see what magic this girl had that
could make Charlie so favored, but suddenly she heard the girl sandwiched between
her and Claire greeting her, so she hurriedly looked and realized that the one sitting
beside her was actually Zhiyu of the Su family.

She was surprised and asked, “Zhiyu? Why are you here?”

Philip was also surprised, not expecting Zhiyu of the Su family to be there.



Zhiyu spat out her tongue and said more or less awkwardly, “My brother left a ticket for
me before he left, so I came over to join the fun.”

When Zhiyu said this, Philip and Lenan, husband and wife, instantly understood.

They both know the situation of the Su family, know that Zhifei suddenly decided
yesterday to kowtow his head to go to the Temple to atone for the sins of his family, also
know that before that he has been pursuing their daughter, so once said, they know why
Zhiyu is here.

Lenan is also a bit embarrassed, spoke: “Zhiyu, your brother’s matter, we also heard,
hey, we also really did not expect …… your mother’s health is okay?”

Zhiyu nodded, thinking that she was sitting next to Charlie’s wife, and thought that
Lenan, Philip and Charlie must have long recognized each other, in this case, the
couple looked at Charlie, certainly as an unopened son-in-law, so she hurriedly spoke:
“Auntie, my mother’s health is quite good, thank you for your concern.”

After saying that, she came up to Lenan’s ear and whispered, “Auntie, I’m really sorry,
Charlie and his wife are sitting next to me, and his wife doesn’t know his real identity, so
many things are too inconvenient to discuss on this occasion, let’s talk later in private.”

When Lenan heard this, she was immediately surprised.

She did not know that Zhiyu actually knew Charlie and knew his true identity!

This made her think in her heart, “According to reason, Charlie’s true identity has
always been a secret, and it is impossible for her to proclaim it everywhere herself, so
how did this girl know about him?”

“Could it be that Charlie took the initiative to tell her? It doesn’t make sense! He has
always believed the Su family is unshakably responsible for the death of his parents, in
that case, the Su family is his enemy, so how could he tell Zhiyu his secrets?”


